
LaneAxis Named 2021 Impact Company of
The Year

LaneAxis Captures DotCom Magazine's "Impact

Company of the Year" Award

DotCom Magazine Reveals Its Annual List

of America’s Most Impactful Privately

Held Companies

NEWPORT BEACH, CA, USA, June 18,

2021 /EINPresswire.com/ -- DotCom

Magazine today announced that

LaneAxis has been selected as its 2021

Impact Company of the Year. The

DotCom Magazine Impact Company Of

The Year Award celebrates the most

important segment of the economy –

America’s privately owned companies

whose Founders, CEOs and Amazing

Team Members are making an

important impact in the economy. 

DotCom Magazine has honored

LaneAxis as making a positive

difference in an incredibly unique year. LaneAxis has built the world’s first “Brokerless” Direct

Freight Network powered by blockchain. This solution will cut out $200 billion in managed

“broker fees” that weigh down the freight industry more than helping it. The yearlong pandemic

You might not understand a

lot of [what Rick said], but

you understand his passion.

You understand the fact he

knows this business inside

and out as a leader. And

that's really, really powerful.”

Andy Jacob | DotCom

Magazine Founder

highlighted the glaring inefficiencies plaguing freight

transportation – and LaneAxis is uniquely positioned to

solve these pain points.

The DotCom Magazine 2021 Impact Company of The Year

Awards celebrates shapeshifting entrepreneurs and their

companies. When a company makes an impact, not only

are they helping their clients, but they are also helping the

world become a better place.

Andy Jacob, CEO of DotCom Magazine, recently invited

LaneAxis CEO and Founder Rick Burnett for a chat on his

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.laneaxis.com


Entrepreneur Spotlight podcast series.

You can watch the interview here.

Jacob wasn’t shy about expressing his

enthusiasm for the platform Burnett

and the LaneAxis team have built.

Said Jacob: "I love it, Rick. And for the entrepreneurs watching the show, rewind what Rick just

said. You might not understand a lot of it, but you understand his passion. You understand the

fact that he knows this business inside and out as a leader. And that's really, really powerful."

“We appreciate the selfless commitment that leaders and entrepreneurs make to their brand,”

adds Jacob. “Our award winners have courage and an unyielding passion to grow and contribute

in very unique ways. In 2021, everyone talks about uncertain times. In 2021, we believe it is the

leaders of impactful companies that stick their head up above the crowd, and say 'we can do

this', 'we will get it done', 'we will make this happen', 'we are willing to pay the price', and 'we will

turn uncertainty into opportunity.'"

About DotCom Magazine

DotCom Magazine is a leading news platform providing news and unique interviews with

newsmakers, thought leaders, and entrepreneurs. At DotCom Magazine, we put people with

entrepreneurial spirit at the heart of every story. We take an “entrepreneur's first” approach in

everything we report and every interview we conduct. We cover real entrepreneur stories from

visionaries that are making a difference. Regardless of who the entrepreneur is, where they live,

or what they are doing, if it's interesting and newsworthy, DotCom Magazine covers it. The

people at DotCom Magazine considers the newsworthiness of the story and what our readers

want to learn about. If something is important to our readers, it's important to us. We report in a

reliable and easy to understand voice. DotCom Magazine offers news with our locally staffed

newsroom and is digitally read throughout the world. We are committed to listening to our

readers to make sure we're as open and responsive as possible.

About the DotCom Magazine Impact Company of The Year Awards 

DotCom Magazine celebrates the remarkable achievements of today’s entrepreneurial

superstars — the privately held small businesses that drive our economy. At DotCom Magazine,

we believe that the entrepreneurs of the world are the real superstars. We celebrate the risk

takers that are committed to building a great company. From startups to more mature

companies, from companies’ juts putting income on the books to companies with revenues in

the millions and tens of millions, if a company is making an impact, DotCom Magazine is going to

report on it. The 2021 Impact Company Awards are open to all companies for consideration. For

more information visit www.DotComMagazine.com.
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